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FALL/WINTER 2010

AT HOME
WITH

CAMBRIA STYLE

BOB
KNIGHT
Go behind the
scenes with the coach
and his wife Karen

FALL / WINTER 2010

GET GLAM
With designer
Billy Beson

Cambria color: BrentwoodTM,
from the new Cambrian CollectionTM

Indulge in another kind of confection.
HARMONIZING BEAUTIFULLY WITH LIFE

© Cambria 2010

DETAILS,
DETAILS
Sometimes you should
sweat the small stuff

HOME FRONT/ACCESSORIES
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1. Haverhill Afghan

Things toLove
Functional needn’t mean frumpy: From a classic
afghan to an old-time nickel crank doorbell to a newage lamp, here are some of our stylish favorites.

As the weather turns
colder, snuggle up the
way families have for
generations—with a warm,
colorful afghan (opposite).
This handcrafted
coordinated afghan and
pillow cover are crocheted
by artisans using soft,
marled lambswool yarns.
$328; www.garnethill.com

2. Thermometer Bring
some retro fun to telling
the temp with this
mercuryless, colorful,
indoor/outdoor thermo-

meter in red, apple
green, orange, yellow,
white, or black. Small (7”):
$20; Large (9.5”):$26;
www.basicfrenchonline.com

3. Stadler Form
Otto Wooden Fan
The epitome of style and
function, this industrial style
fan crafted from fine-grain
African sapele wood and
high-grade steel does more
than blow hot air. $199.99;
www.bobbyberkhome.com

doorbell sounds exactly
like you think it will.
Made without the use of
plastic, its nickel-coated
steel plate bell doesn't
disappoint. $34;
ww.manufactum.com

5. George Nelson
Bubble Lamps

Brighten and add
instant style to any room
with these hanging
lamps. Your only hurdle
is choosing which great
shape to pick. Sizes
range from 9.5” H. x 25” D.
4. Crank Doorbell Just
plain fun, this old fashioned for saucer shape to 21”

6.

H. x 11.5” D. for cigar
shape. $359-$405;
www.modernica.net

6. Cherry Blossom
Garden Stool
What space couldn't
use a little red? This
handcrafted porcelain
garden stool fits the bill
with a design that trails
all the way around and
coin cutouts that are
traditional emblems of
good fortune. For indoor
or outdoor use. 12.75”
D. x 18.25” H. Imported.
$295; www.gumps.com

WORD

As this
vintage postcard attests,
when the
Foshay Tower
went up in
1929, it was
the tallest
building in
Minneapolis
by far.

On the Street

© 2010 THE ANDY WARHOL FOUNDATION FOR THE VISUAL ARTS/ARTISTS RIGHTS SOCIETY (ARS),
NEW YORK/CHERYL TIEGS, CA. 1984, FOUNDING COLLECTION, THE ANDY WARHOLD MUSEUM, PITTSBURGH

During a recent
Cambria promotional visit to
Pittsburgh, Cheryl
Tiegs found some
time to drop by
the Andy Warhol
Museum. During
her stroll through
the collections,
she was surprised
to find two
images of herself
staring back at
her.
Cheryl, who
had once been a
close friend of
Warhol’s, had
received a
silkscreen-oncanvas portrait of
herself as a gift
from him in the
early ’80s, but
says she didn’t
know about the
existence of any
others. This duplication is not
uncommon,
explains Eric
Shiner, the
museum’s Milton Sine Curator of Art.
“Andy often times would keep at least
two other original portraits of his highprofile clients for his archives,” he notes,
adding,“Cheryl was really great about
[the discovery] and, while she was here,
posed for some Polaroid photos standing under his other portraits of her.”
As it turns out, Shiner says he has
recently made a Cheryl-related discovery
of his own, one that proves the mutual
admiration between the pair. “In our
archives,” Shiner explains,“we just
found a box of some Cheryl Tiegsbranded cosmetics that she had personally signed over to Andy and that he had
made a point of keeping.”

ForshayTower &
the Prohibition Bar
in the W Minneapolis
Set amidst the classic Art Deco architecture of the
recently restored
Foshay Tower, the W
Minneapolis’s new
Prohibition Bar
serves up libations
and breathtaking
views from its aerie
380 feet above the
street. The 32-story,
concrete office
tower, built during
the Roaring ’20s by
business magnate
Wilbur Foshay and
finally completed
just months before
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Andy & Cheryl:
Together Again

the infamous stock
market crash of
1929, has long
reigned over the
skyline of downtown Minneapolis.
In 2008 it was converted into a luxurious new hotel. During the renovations,
Mr. Foshay’s former
boardroom on the
27th floor was transformed into one of
Minneapolis’ hottest
new places to be
seen at while taking
in the city. To complete the Prohibition

T E ST K I TC H E N
48

CAMBRIA STYLE

P IT TS B U RG H ’ S P N C PA R K , CA M B R I A ST YL E
Bar’s elegant look
and complement its
timeless design, the
hotel chose Cambria
Nottingham. (For

more on the design
of Prohibition Bar,
see “Style Update”
on pages 14–15.)

Constantly in use by
a staff of eight
industry professional
and food experts,
Canadian Living’s
Toronto-based test
kitchen is busy five
days a week, 12
months a year,
churning out
approximately 700
carefully tested
recipes. So, when the
magazine’s staff
recently decided to
update and renovate
the rambling, 5,000square-foot space,
they looked for new
working surfaces
that would be beautiful enough to be photographed hundreds of times, durable enough
to withstand years of abuse, and safe enough for food preparation. In
the end, Canadian Living decor editor Karen Kirk explains that she and
interior designer Jane Lockhart chose a surface of “gleaming Cambria
Hamilton, a rich brown with hints of grey and light brown, for a
kitchen work surface that’s low-maintenance, highly durable and now
the focal point of this hard-working kitchen.”

A grand opening was held for the new Club Cambria at the Pittsburghs Pirates’ PNC Park
on April 1. The new, members-only luxury club, which is the size of four PNC Park suites, features
an open floor plan with Cambria countertops, bar tops, tabletops, wall cladding
and tile throughout, a private full-service bar, nine flat-screen televisions, private
restrooms, a coat closet, and a private suite attendant.

YMCA

Cambria recently donated more
than $25,000 in countertops and
surfaces to the Lake County,
Ohio YMCA Dream House project. This fundraising effort,
which annually raffles off a
brand new home that has been
“Cambria’s
built and furnished through
unprecedented
corporate donations, has raised
more than $3 million for equipgenerosity in
and facility enhancements
today’s economic ment
at Lake County YMCA
environment is
branches since 1993. This year’s
prize, a 3,400-square-foot,
truly inspiring.” grand
Cape Cod-style house built atop
—Richard Bennett a dramatic cliff overlooking
CEO and Executive Director Lake Erie, featured panoramic
Lake County, Ohio, YMCA
views from its multiple decks as
well as its Crow’s Nest. Inside,
the home was decorated with
the help of nine local interior
designers and included six

Dream House

different Cambria colors in the
kitchen and bathrooms: Dover,
Aragon, Preston, Clyde, Sussex,
and Snowdon White. On August
20, Susan Sivik, of nearby Mentor, Ohio, was one of 20 semifinalists to try the key she was
given in the front door. When
hers proved to be the magic key
to open the entrance, she won
what will become
her new home.

